The Tynings School Poems
The Horror Poem
The dripping sounds like it is talking to me.
Haunted music plays all night.
Everlasting horror.
Giants sleep underground.
Hallowe’en horror will rise from the ground.
Out come the ghosts.
Snapping bones will crackle and crunch while you lie asleep.
Tonight the monsters will try and take your blood and brain.
Loneliness in the dark and dawn for the rest of the century.
You will hear the door creak open slowly.
The evil people will be looking at you tonight.
Under your bed are zombies that will eat your brain!
Near the tunnel are the monsters!
Not safe anywhere. BEWARE!!!!!
Exactly the same time every night, they will rise!
Look out for the monsters!

by Katelin & Mei

The Tunnel
The tunnel is like a gold mine
Haunted tunnel
Everlasting tunnel
Tomb of the railway workers
Underneath a dragon’s belly
Never-ending shadows
Now even scarier than before!
Even colder than outside
Leaving a flood behind them

by Jacob and Ben

The Monster Tunnel
Monster tunnel full of souls
On the tunnel live dead moles
Never do the souls leave the tunnel
Steam comes from the monster’s funnel
The tunnel is big and wide
Every monster train goes in with pride
Rest never happens

Terrifying trolls
Using the tunnel is dangerous
No people allowed
Not even a mouse
Evil lurks in there
Looking at monsters is terrifying!

by Lewis and Alex

Our Adventure On The Railway Track
The leaves look like bats hanging upside down, swinging side to side.
Deep dark shadows watch us from up above.
We are in the tunnel, the electric lights shine down like lightning.
Inside the tunnel, it is silent.
I can hear dripping rain, rippling through the bricks.
I touch the wall, feel the ooze like damp blood.

by Megan

The Horror Rhyme
Log, dragon face,
It’s time to solve the case,
Make sure you have an incredible base
The witch’s claws, longer than cats,
She will give you a nasty scratch,
The blood drips, makes a flood,
Now it’s dark, like mud
It’s the haunted trail,
We don’t want to fail,
Grab a pebble and gain a level,
The dead worm on the floor,
You don’t know, there might be more
Scary faces everywhere,
We’d better get out of here,
I can hear terrifying noises in my ear!

by Josh and Archie

Tunnel
In a tunnel we walked,
In a tunnel we stalked,

Poison dripping from troll snot,
Cascading waterfall not,
Dark red eyes, alien fingers poking out,
People doubting the aliens would give us a drought,
Ant mountain crystal on the ground,
Watch out! Do not make a sound,
Or you will drown.

by Archie

The Nature Poem
Muddy puddles splashing on the floor,
Dirty leaves float in the brown water,
Goo on the rocky ceiling,
The shadows of ghosts watch us,
Two people pass us, cycling and running.

by Willow

The Train
The train went fast and it had a fire
Here’s a train on the track, with steam coming out of the top
Endless track
The tunnel is black and scary
Raindrops fell
At the station a train broke down
In the snow the trains melt the snow with their steam
Never ends

by Alison

Tunnel Poem
There is a rainbow in the sky,
One is bright and the other is not bright,
In the tunnel a monster hunts for food,
Tree branches are like mouths,
On the tunnel walls is the shadow of a monster,
The water in the tunnel drips into humungous puddles

by Robyn

The Railway Path
The bridge is a dinosaur
The walls are ill
The river is like a green path
The tunnel is a musical tunnel
The steam hangs like a ghost in the air
The vent is a prison

by Riley
Trains
Dark like bark,
A monster in disguise,
Fast like sonic,
Trains in the tunnel and at the station,
Changing tracks,
Some injuries and accidents,
Carrying passengers along

by Spencer

Along The Railway Path
Rain like a tap dripping and dropping
Dripping dropping rain bouncing to the ground
Twigs like knives waving from side to side
Weeds like arms dancing all around
Sticks and twigs banging on the floor
The sound of puddles splashing down
Tiptoeing in the rain, trains coming by, you can’t complain
Trains faster and faster
Slower and slower
Trains going fast and trains going slow
A long, long time ago

by Jenny and Charlotte

The Old Railway
Old railway station falling apart
Long bushy trees covering the walls
Dripping drops
Raining inside the black, gloomy tunnel
A curvy candy-coloured rainbow
I can smell steamy smoke from trains long ago
Lovely sweet sounds of birds tweeting
Water flowing down the walls
A dark hole where bats sleep
Yellow sun hides behind the grey clouds

by Tiana & Helena

The Railway Tunnel
There is ghost ooze dripping down the wall
High pitched tweeting birds echo in the tunnel

Everlasting echoes in the long tunnel
Red bricks have been covered by soot
A colourful rainbow frowns in the sky
It’s always shining bright
Little lake, running down the side of the path, glows
Waterfalls, rushing down the wall, shimmers in the sunlight
All of the little creatures clamber up the rocks
You should watch out
Twisty trees dance around each other
Umbrellas are needed under the tunnel
Nasty bits of glass shine by the rocks
Nasty noises in the dark
Eyes gleam at me from the wall
Lonely souls drift through the tunnel

by Menna & Ella

The Enchanted Tunnel
There are faces in the walls staring at me!
Here is treasure wanting to be found?
Eyes stare at me from the ceiling!
Echo, echo, echo, my voice is scaring me
Noisy splashes drip-drop from the ceiling
Crawling bugs creep out of the ground
Howling wolves come from the other side of the tunnel
A water fountain splashes down
Narrow swamps
The tunnel is made out of skull bricks
Endless tunnel
Dark and damp trees
The tree branches are like hands
Up on the ceiling icicles reach down
Never go along here alone
Nowhere to be seen
Exhausting walk
Lurking eyes

by Josh & James

The Railway Path
The crunched-up leaves are bats hibernating
High-pitched birds echo in the tunnel

Eryops living and trapped in the abandoned well
Rainbows creating stairs to Heaven
A grabby, crawly 1000 legged spider coming to gobble you up
I smell oozy creatures lurking in the puddles
Lonely shadows watch you
Wonderful droplets fall, wobbling to the ground
A drop of blood will feed helpless bugs underneath
You should reconsider going into the tunnel – you can hear the ogre creeping
Peeking round the corner are mini-people camouflaged into the scenery
A whole new world underneath the rocky ground
Trees are like hands, grabbing you
Harmony birds tweet, telling me the future

by Liam

A Winter Tunnel
A grabby, crawly 1000 legged spider coming to gobble you up
Wonderful droplets fall, wobbling to the ground
It’s covered in black silhouette shadows
Nasty blood falling while talking to their spirits
The crunched-up leaves are bats hibernating
Eryops living and trapped in the abandoned well
Rainbows creating stairs to Heaven
Trains turn to fiery dragons breathing smoke
U should beware, monsters could get you there!
Nudge and kick, looking, hearing, smelling and touching
Never be afraid
Even though, as quick as lightning, it could fall
Learn, little children, never come to the old railway!
I call it the haunted trail…

by Josh D

The Winter Railway
Tweet – the birds tweet like they are trying to tell me the future
High – the flowing water blends in nicely with their high-pitched tweets
Echo – the dripping water echoes in the tunnel
Waterfall – the waterfall sparkles in the sunlight as the tinkling sound makes me
feel warm inside
Icicles – the crystal icicles remind me of a bat cave
Nose – the waterfall is like a running nose

Tunnel – the tunnel is like a bat cave, so dark and creepy. I sometimes think a
troll lives in there.
Excited – the thought of the trip made me feel excited
Red – the tree points out at me like it is talking to me with a wet, red tongue
Run – the vines run up the tree like veins
Amazing – it’s amazing to be able to see all the nature around us
Interesting – it was so interesting and intriguing
Look – look at the muddy pool. It smells of mustard and stinky cheese
Walk – the walk was exciting in the tunnel but it seemed to go on and on
forever… like space
Awesome – it was awesome hearing the melody of the drips
You – you should be aware of the water

by Ashleigh

